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Design patterns are immensely powerful, but to build  large-scale robust systems, you need more. Pattern-Oriented Analysis and Design introduces a  methodology for "composing" proven design patterns into reliable, robust  large-scale software systems. Using POAD, you can quickly build systems that are  far more robust, scalable, and maintainable-using UML class diagrams as your  building blocks.

	
    POAD: What it is, how it works, and what problems it solves  

    
	
    Structural and behavioral approaches to design pattern  composition 

    
	
    Design models and UML techniques for pattern composition 

    
	
    POAD processes: in depth coverage of analysis, design, and  design refinement 

    
	
    A systematic process to compose design patterns 

    
	
    4 chapter-length case studies: feedback control, customer  behavior simulation, digital content processing, and distributed medical  informatics 

    
	
    Building on POAD: advanced trends and research 

    


Pattern-Oriented Analysis and  Design takes design patterns to the next level. Whether you're an  architect, designer, developer, or manager, it will help you build better  software systems faster.
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Scandinavian Colonialism and the Rise of Modernity: Small Time Agents in a Global ArenaSpringer, 2013

	In Scandinavian Colonialism and the Rise of Modernity: Small Time Agents in a Global Arena, archaeologists, anthropologists, and historians present case studies that focus on the scope and impact of Scandinavian colonial expansion in the North, Africa, Asia and America as well as within Scandinavia itsself. They discuss early...
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Web Based Learning: A Practical GuideLinworth Publishing, 2001
The premise on which this title is based is: "To be successful in integrating technology into classroom instruction, training for teachers must first focus on effective lesson plan design and teaching strategies. Without mastering these skills first, no amount of technical training, no matter how effective, will translate into valuable...
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Urban Ecology: An International Perspective on the Interaction Between Humans and NatureSpringer, 2008


	Urban Ecology is the study of ecosystems that include humans living in cities and urbanizing landscapes.

	It is an emerging, interdisciplinary field that aims to understand how human and ecological

	processes can coexist in human-dominated systems and help societies with their efforts to become

	more sustainable. It has deep roots in...
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Molecular Biology of the Parathyroid (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Springer, 2005
Maintaining extracellular calcium concentrations within a narrow
range is critical for the survival of most vertebrates. PTH, together
with vitamin D, responds to hypocalcemia to increase extracellular
calcium levels, by acting on bone, kidney and intestine. The recent introduction
of PTH as a major therapeutic agent in...
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Advanced Location-Based Technologies and ServicesCRC Press, 2013

	Due to the rapid increase in the number of mobile device users worldwide, location-based services (LBSs) have become pervasive, and the demand for them will continue to grow. Exploring recent changes in the technology and its uses, Advanced Location-Based Technologies and Services takes an in-depth look at new and existing...
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Ultra-Fast Fiber Lasers: Principles and Applications with MATLAB® Models (Optics and Photonics)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Ultrashort pulses in mode-locked lasers are receiving focused attention from researchers looking to apply them in a variety of fields, from optical clock technology to measurements of the fundamental constants of nature and ultrahigh-speed optical communications. Ultrashort pulses are especially important for the next generation of...
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